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Selection point for volunteers on a contract basis in the Omsk region's named battalions - "Irtysh",
"Avangard" and "Om" groups. Alexei Malgavko / Kommersant

At least two dozen Russian regions have formed 40 volunteer units made up of thousands of
their residents in efforts to ease Moscow’s manpower shortage in Ukraine, the Kommersant
business daily reported Monday.

The Kremlin’s recruitment drive aims to generate a battalion of about 400 contract soldiers in
each of Russia’s 85 regions for a total of 34,000 fighters heading to the frontlines in Ukraine,
the Institute for the Study of War estimated last month.  

Kommersant’s report names 19 Russian regions, from St. Petersburg in the northwest to the
Primorsky region in the Far East, where local residents have signed up for service. 

It does not name the total number of recruited volunteers but estimates that each unit
numbers between 90 and 500 local residents. 

https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5501970?tg
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-volunteer-units-and-battalions


They are reportedly offered salaries between 130,000 rubles and 300,000 rubles ($2,100-
$5,000). 

The report is based on local media reports and social media announcements by regional
authorities since the spring of 2022. 

Related article: ‘Explosive Cocktail’: The Russian Regions Recruiting Units for Ukraine War

Observers say regional battalions take inspiration from units loyal to Chechen leader Ramzan
Kadyrov, who is believed to enjoy free rein in leading his southern Russian region in exchange
for loyalty to the Kremlin. 

The Kremlin remains unwilling to announce a general mobilization despite its significant
reported losses in Ukraine. Instead, it is widely reported to be seeking to rush men to the front
by reducing training requirements, offering large sign-up bonuses and greenlighting
initiatives like regional battalions. 

Russian media has also widely reported that the notorious Kremlin-linked Wagner mercenary
group has been recruiting fighters across Russian prisons. 

Military analysts have said that units from Russia’s ethnic republics could be particularly
vulnerable to mutinies or could spark political instability when they return home from the
fighting.

Asked if region-specific military units would be problematic after Russia's "special military
operation" in Ukraine ends, Kommersant quoted an unnamed federal official as saying:

"It's the principle of lesser evil. The fight will continue for a long time and in different
directions."
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